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1 SCOPE

1.1 Introduction and Purpose

This interface specification is one of a family of interface specifications designed to facilitate the implementation of data services over Hybrid Fiber-Coax (HFC) cable networks, as well as over coaxial-only cable networks. Figure 5-1 provides the context for this specification in relation to the data-over-cable reference architecture and the other interface specifications in the family. This specification defines the interface requirements for data-over-cable services between a cable modem and the customer premise equipment (CPE). The CPE may include PCs, Macintosches, workstations, network computers, and other electronic equipment. This specification defines the applicable communications standards and protocols as needed to implement a cable modem interface to the CPE. This specification only applies to DOCSIS 3.0 (and forward) cable systems employing HFC (Hybrid Fiber Coax) and coaxial architectures. This document:

- describes the communications protocols and standards to be employed,
- specifies the data communication requirements and parameters that will be common to all units,
- describes any additional application-unique interface requirements to ensure support for data-over-cable services.

This document specifies open protocols, with a preference for existing, well-known and well-accepted standards. This interface specification is written to provide the minimal set of requirements for satisfactory communication between the cable modem and CPE.

“Cable Modem to Customer Premise Equipment Interface” (CMCI) is the general term used to describe this interface.

1.2 Requirements

Throughout this document, the words that are used to define the significance of particular requirements are capitalized. These words are:

“MUST” This word means that the item is an absolute requirement of this specification.

“MUST NOT” This phrase means that the item is an absolute prohibition of this specification.

“SHOULD” This word means that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to ignore this item, but the full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before choosing a different course.

“SHOULD NOT” This phrase means that there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances when the listed behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any behavior described with this label.

“MAY” This word means that this item is truly optional. One vendor may choose to include the item because a particular marketplace requires it or because it enhances the product, for example; another vendor may omit the same item.
2 REFERENCES

2.1 Normative References

The following documents contain provisions, which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of this standard. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreement based on this standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the documents listed below.


2.2 Reference Acquisition

- Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE): http://www.ieee.org.
- Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE): http://www.scte.org.
3 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

This specification uses the following terms:

**Ethernet Interface** A Local-Area-Network interface standardized in [ISO/IEC 8802-2].

4 ABBREVIATIONS

This specification uses the following abbreviations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARP</td>
<td>Address Resolution Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Cable Modem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCI</td>
<td>Cable Modem to CPE Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMTS</td>
<td>Cable Modem Termination System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPE</td>
<td>Customer Premise Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHCP</td>
<td>Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>Data Communications Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>Data Terminal Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC</td>
<td>Hybrid Fiber Coax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>Internet Control Message Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC</td>
<td>Logical Link Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Media Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP</td>
<td>Sub Network Access Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNMP</td>
<td>Simple Network Management Protocol, defined in [ISO/IEC 8802-2].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB</td>
<td>Universal Serial Bus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 OVERVIEW

This document defines cable-modem-to-customer-premise-equipment interface (CMCI) specifications for high-speed data-over-cable systems. These specifications were developed, for the benefit of the cable industry via deployment of data-over-cable systems on a uniform, consistent, open, non-proprietary, and multi-vendor interoperable basis.

5.1 Service Goals

The intended service will allow bi-directional transfer of data between the cable system headend and customer locations, over an all-coaxial or hybrid fiber-coax (HFC) cable network. This is shown in simplified form in Figure 5-1.

![Figure 5-1 Transparent IP Traffic Through the Data-Over-Cable System](image)

The transmission path over the cable system is realized at the headend by a Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS), and at each customer location by a Cable Modem (CM). At the headend (or hub), the interface to the data-over-cable system is called the Cable Modem Termination System - Network-Side Interface (CMTS-NSI). At the customer locations, the interface is called the cable-modem-to-customer-premises-equipment interface (CMCI) and is specified in this document.

The intent is for the DOCSIS operators to transfer data between the Cable Modem Termination System—Network Side Interface (CMTS-NSI) and the CMCI Interface, including but not limited to datagrams, DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol), and IP (Internet Protocol) Group addressing (broadcast and multicast).

5.2 Reference Architecture

The reference architecture for the data-over-cable services and interfaces is shown in Figure 5-2.
Figure 5-2 Data-Over-Cable Reference Architecture
6 NORMATIVE REQUIREMENTS

6.1 List of CM Interfaces

There are many types of interfaces that may be on a cable modem, such as:

- The Radio Frequency Interface (RFI), described in [SCTE 135-2].
- The Cable Modem to Customer Premise Equipment Interface (CMCI), described in this specification.
- Hardware test interfaces, such as JTAG and other proprietary approaches, are part of the silicon and do not always have software controls to turn the interfaces off. These interfaces are hardware state machines that sit passively until their input lines are clocked with data. Though these interfaces can be used to read and write data, they require an intimate knowledge of the chips and the board layout and are therefore difficult to attack. Hardware test interfaces MAY be present in a CM. A CM MUST NOT have hardware test interfaces that are labeled or documented for customer use.
- Management access interfaces, also called console ports, are communication paths (usually RS-232, but may be Ethernet or other interfaces) and debug software that interact with a user. The software prompts the user for input and accepts commands to read and write data to the CM. If the software for this interface is disabled, the physical communications path is disabled. A CM is required to not allow access to CM functions (CM IP stack) via a management access interface [SCTE 135-2]. Access to CM functions are only allowed via interfaces specifically prescribed by the DOCSIS specifications, such as the RF interface and operator-controlled SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) access via the CMCI [SCTE 135-2], and [SCTE 135-4].
- Read-only diagnostic interfaces can be implemented many ways and are used to provide useful debugging, trouble-shooting, and CM status information to users. A CM MAY have read-only diagnostic interfaces.
- Some products may choose to implement higher-layer functions (such as customer-premise data network functions) that may require configuration by a user. A CM MAY provide the ability to configure non-DOCSIS functions. Management interface (read/write) access to CM functions MUST NOT be allowed through the mechanism used for configuring non-DOCSIS functions.

6.2 External CPE Interfaces

This document does not mandate any specific number or type of CM interface.

6.2.1 Ethernet

If the Cable Modem supports an “Ethernet Interface” ([ISO/IEC 8802-2] and [ISO/IEC 8802-3]), the following subsections apply. A Cable Modem supporting an Ethernet Interface has the structure shown in Figure 6-1.
6.2.1.1 Data Link Layer

The Ethernet CMCI MUST be compatible with [ISO/IEC 8802-2] and [ISO/IEC 8802-3] with:

- Logical Link Controller (LLC) Sublayer in accordance with [ISO/IEC 8802-2] including Class 1, Type 1 LLC/SNAP (Sub Network Access Protocol).
- Support for both the type and length interpretations of the Type/Length field of [ISO/IEC 8802-2].
- Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer in accordance with [ISO/IEC 8802-3].
- A 48-bit address as required by [ISO/IEC 8802-2] and [ISO/IEC 8802-3].

The Spanning Tree Algorithm and Protocol [ISO/IEC 10038] is allowed but not required (see [SCTE 135-2]).

As an exception to [ISO/IEC 8802-3], the Ethernet CMCI MAY support half duplex mode with auto-negotiation as outlined by [ISO/IEC 8802-3] Clause 28.

6.2.1.2 Physical (PHY) Layer

The physical layer interface MUST be in accordance with [ISO/IEC 8802-3], employing an RJ-45 connector and with DTE/DCE (Data Terminal/Data Communication Equipment) auto sensing.

The Ethernet CMCI physical layer interface speed MUST conform to at least one of:

- 10BASE-T [ISO/IEC 8802-3] clause 14,
- 100BASE-TX [ISO/IEC 8802-3] clause 25,

If a range of interface speeds is supported, the Ethernet CMCI MUST support interface speed auto-negotiation.
6.2.2 Universal Serial Bus (USB)

The following subsections apply if the Cable Modem supports a USB Interface.

6.2.2.1 Overview and goals

The Universal Serial Bus (USB) is a peripheral interconnect bus that is provided by many Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) devices, particularly personal computers manufactured after December, 1996. It delivers the following attributes of particular interest for cable modem peripheral equipment:

- An external CPE interface, where an end-user can easily plug in new peripherals without needing any special tools or skills.
- Automatic device identification, configuration and mapping of device function to its software, further simplifying the installation process (“Plug and Play”).
- Transfer rates between the peripheral and the CPE up to many Mbits/sec.

USB creates the appearance of a private, point-to-point connection between its host (CPE) and devices attached to it over the USB. Unlike an Ethernet-attached cable modem, a USB-attached cable modem is, by definition, a single-user device connected to only one CPE. The result is that the cable modem conceptually resembles a simple Ethernet NIC that has been installed into a single CPE, and some complex functions (e.g., [ISO/IEC 10038] 802.1d bridging) are, therefore, not required in a USB cable modem.

The specific details of how the USB is used and the format of messages between the CPE and the USB-attached cable modem are not specified in this document, where only functional requirements between the host CPE and the USB are defined. Instead, there are industry-approved specifications [USB_DEF], which include definitions for USB networking devices.

From [USB_DEF], all USB-attached DOCSIS cable modems MUST be compliant with the Ethernet Networking Control Model, the Abstract Control Model as defined in the USB Communication Device Class, or the Ethernet Emulation Model [USB_EEM]. If the Abstract Control Model is used:

- The CM MUST exchange Ethernet frames over the Data Class interface.
- The CM MUST implement a Remote [NDIS] driver.

A vendor’s cable modem and associated CPE software is intended to appear no different than an Ethernet-attached cable modem when viewed from its RF interface.

6.2.2.2 Signaling Stack Summary for USB CMCI

Ethernet [ISO/IEC 8802-3] MAC-layer frames MUST be passed transparently through the CMCI. Figure 6-2 shows the USB Cable Modem Stack in the context of the End-to-End Protocol Stack.

6.2.2.3 End-to-end USB Cable Modem protocol stack

Figure 6-2 shows an end-to-end protocol stack (from CMTS to CPE), where a typical USB-attached cable modem is involved. It should be used for additional perspective when reading descriptions of the USB CMCI signaling stack layers that follow. The USB cable modem, as shown in Figure 6-2, MUST have two 48-bit MAC (Media Access Control) addresses. The first 48-bit MAC address (herein referred to as the “Host CPE MAC address”) MUST be associated with forwarding frames to the host CPE through the 802.3 Filter, where the host CPE perceives this MAC address as if this portion of the cable modem were a simple Ethernet NIC installed in the host. This is analogous to the classic Ethernet CMCI (see Figure 6-1), where this MAC address is in fact in a CPE Ethernet NIC card. The second 48-bit MAC address MUST be associated with the cable modem being an IP / LLC host for cable modem management functions.
6.2.2.4 Data Link Layer

The sublayers within the USB CMCI data link layer are defined in the following subsections.

6.2.2.4.1 802.2 Logical Link Controller (LLC) Sublayer

The LLC sublayer interface MUST be in accordance with [ISO/IEC 8802-2] including Class 1, Type 1 LLC/SNAP. Note that the CM MUST NOT respond to [ISO/IEC 8802-2] LLC host requests (TEST and XID) addressed to its Host CPE MAC address, since this is the responsibility of the host CPE. The CM MUST pass these frames transparently to the host CPE without responding to them on its own.

6.2.2.4.2 802.3 Filtering

The notion of bridging is limited for a USB-attached cable modem, since the connection to a CPE is point-to-point and private. There is no other equipment on the USB for which the cable modem performs bridging, so this layer is reduced to simple forwarding rules that resemble the behavior of a typical Ethernet NIC, as follows.

Cable-Network-to-CPE forwarding MUST follow these specific rules:

- Frames addressed to the cable modem’s Host CPE MAC address MUST be forwarded over USB to the CPE.
- Broadcast frames MUST be forwarded over the USB to the CPE.
- Multicast frames MUST be forwarded over the USB to the CPE, in accordance with filtering configuration settings specified by the cable operator’s operations and business support systems, with one recommended exception: the host CPE SHOULD additionally be able to configure the attached cable modem (by some vendor-specific device management messages) to do further restrictive filtering (beyond the MSO-configured filters) to prevent the forwarding of multicast frames that the host CPE software has not indicated an interest in receiving. The host CPE MUST NOT be able to either access or alter MSO-configured filters.
- Defined mechanisms exist for CPE networking devices (e.g., Ethernet NICs) to support a “sleep” mode where additional filtering is accomplished using programmable pattern filters as specified by the CPE networking stack. When a programmed pattern is detected, this causes the CPE to wake up to service the incoming
A cable modem SHOULD support such a wake-up function, with the ability to perform USB resume signaling to the CPE in accordance with [USB2], [USB_DEF], and [NDC2].

- Ethernet frames with the cable modem's Ethernet MAC address MUST NOT be forwarded by the cable modem to the host CPE.

CPE to Cable Network forwarding MUST follow these specific rules:

- Since a USB-attached cable modem has a virtual private connection to the host CPE, everything received from the CPE over USB that has been designated as an outbound data PDU frame MUST be forwarded to the cable network in accordance with filters set in the modem.

Unlike a simple Ethernet NIC, the USB-attached cable modem MUST NOT operate in a promiscuous mode where all frames are forwarded over the USB, since the aggregate of downstream frames for all MAC addresses would exceed the bandwidth capacity of the USB. This requirement implies that the attached CPE itself must not function as a bridge.

6.2.2.4.3 802.3 Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer

The MAC sublayer interface MUST be in accordance with [ISO/IEC 8802-3].

6.2.2.4.4 Ethernet

The data-link layer interface MUST be in accordance with [ISO/IEC 8802-2] and [ISO/IEC 8802-3].

6.2.2.4.5 Address Length

A 48-bit address MUST be utilized for [ISO/IEC 8802-3].

6.2.2.4.6 USB Management and Framing Sublayer

This vendor-defined layer is specific to a particular cable modem implementation. Its purpose is to adapt [ISO/IEC 8802-3] MAC frames and device management into a format that can be exchanged over the USB. It provides two primary functions:

1. Framing: Since the underlying USB protocol provides a streaming pipe interface to its clients, this sublayer MUST be implemented in both the CPE and cable modem to provide the necessary synchronization, [ISO/IEC 8802-3]/frame delineation, and stream error handling functions. This may involve the usage of additional headers.

2. Device management: Management message interfaces MUST be provided that enable the host CPE to query and configure the cable modem to work properly with the CPE and its networking stack.

As mentioned in the overview (see Section 6.2.2.1), it is beyond the scope of this specification to describe either the USB transfer types used, or detailed frame formats. A USB-attached cable modem conceptually resembles an installed Ethernet NIC from the CPE’s point of view. To support that model, some level of device management capability is required for the CPE and its networking stack to operate properly as described below:

- The TCP/IP stack residing in the host CPE needs to be able to discover the 48-bit host CPE MAC address of the USB cable modem to allow the CPE to respond correctly to frames from the CMTS, e.g., an ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) request. Since there is no Ethernet NIC used with USB, a USB modem MUST implement a MAC address for frames destined to the host CPE.

- Similar to the way host CPE networking stacks are able to negotiate with Ethernet NICs, the host CPE should be able to negotiate with the cable modem to specify pattern filters to be used to wake-up the CPE when it is in a power-managed “sleep” state. See [NDC2], [USB2], and [USB_DEF] for further details on network device pattern filtering and CPE wake-up signaling for USB.
6.2.2.4.7 USB Protocol Sublayer

The USB protocol sublayer contains the link protocol used for various types of transactions over USB, and is usually implemented by a low-level USB controller. The CM USB protocol sublayer MUST be in accordance with the USB protocol as described in [USB2].

6.2.2.5 Physical (PHY) Layer

The physical layer interface MUST be in accordance with [USB2] and [USB_DEF]. The USB CMCI physical layer MUST be compatible with [USB2] and [USB_DEF], and include a Series A or Series B USB receptacle.